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Technisoft’s® fling-it makes the task of
emailing information from your
accounting database as simple as one
two. You don’t even need the three it is
that easy.
Technisoft® developers have a proven
track-record of creating what you need,
giving you what isn't currently available
and taking a leadership role in a highly
competitive industry.
So what makes fling-it different?
fling-it is an add-on product that installs
directly into Microsoft Outlook and is
compatible with Microsoft Outlook 2007 or
2010.

Advanced filtering using filters and
finders from your database enables you to
generate detailed emails to specific
contacts.
Attachments can be included so that
additional information such as graphics,
signed agreements, safety documents and
drawings can be dispatched. Even link to a
directory and attach all the documents in
that directory.
An Audit Log of all transactions is
maintained on the server for security
purposes. It includes the date sent, the
type of transaction (email, task, appt.)
which layout was used to send it, and who
the transaction was sent to, in order to
allow the review of information dispatched.

Customize fling-it for your specific
requirements. Take the keys. You drive.
Create default layouts and merge them
with your accounting data. Batching gives
you the ability to use the same email
layout for a group of records. Select an
indivdual or a group of customers, vendors
or colleagues, and send them an email,
book an appointment, schedule a meeting,
or just relay a task - but importantly, do
that all from inside Microsoft Outlook.

User Security provides you with the ability
to determine what information is available
and limit who it is available to.
Use Technisoft Report Manager to attach
Custom Crystal Reports to Emails.
Connect to Sage 300 ERP or any other
SQL based accounting product. The sky is
the limit!
We take a nuts-and-bolts approach to
running our own business, and
underpinning that is our ability to control
our own business-destiny. That's the spirit
in which we developed this exceptionally
powerful app. We don't think we're alone
in this thinking.
Welcome to fling-it!
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So what are some of the things you can
do with fling-it?
ŸCreate an email to multiple vendors to
tender for a job or product.
ŸEmail all your customers who are over
their credit limit.
ŸEmail all your customers who have
balances outstanding over 30 days.
ŸSend a general promotional email to your
customers.
ŸCheck on all orders that have back orders
and notify your customers.
ŸSend an email to all vendors with
outstanding PO's that are unfulfilled.
ŸAdvise your service engineers which jobs
are still open or incomplete.
ŸProvide today's jobs to an engineer with
full job details including information about
the equipment they are servicing.
ŸSend a list of all open jobs by site to your
employees.
ŸSend your financial reports using Report
Manager to your CEO and other
colleagues.

The list of queries is unlimited but most
importantly you can produce them in just
seconds!
For more information about this product, please contact us at
technisoft@technisoft.com.au or visit our website www.technisoft.com

